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Abstract

    ln order to study tke origin Qf large enhancement oÅí the parity violation effect iR

neutron resonance absorption reactions, the longitudina} asymmetries in p-wave
resonaRces have been measured for i23Sb, i27Sb and i27I at LANSCE in the energy region of

1eV to 350 eV.

    We coRstructed a polarized proton filter for polarizing the neutron beam, a spin
fiipper to reverse the direction of neutron spin aRd a neutron detector which consisted of

liquid scintillator arrays. A new computer code which uses multi-level formula to
calculate the neutron cross sections and employs response functions of our experimental
apparatus has been developed and used for the analysis of the experimental data.
    We have foufid that Åílve of seventeen p-wave resonances in !a!Sb, one of iive p-wave

resonances in and i23Sb and seven ef twenty p-wave resonances in i27I have asymmetries

which have statistical significance greater than 3a. The signs of the asymmetries have

been found to be raRdom.
    The experiment shows that the large eRhaneement of parity vielating effect is Rot the

phenemena only for few resonances but is a prevalent feature of p-wave resonances.
    Based on the statistical view of the eompound nucleus, he weak matrix element has
been treated as a random variable aceording to Gaussian distribution with the variance
M2. The weak spreading width jrrrv = 2nM2/D, where D is the level density of the nuelei,

has been determined from the experimental valttes of asymmetries. The obtained values
of I"w for i2'Sb, i23Sb and '27I are 6.45tg:gg Å~ 10-' eV, l.23t5figg Å~ 10-' eV, 2.05t6:gg Å~ 10m7 eV

respectively. These valttes as well as the ones obtained frem the other TRIPLE data are
consistent with each other, and agree with estimated value based on the statistical view.

This agreement as weB as observed randomness of the signs of asymmetries makes the
statistical treatment of weak matrix element convincing.
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1. Introductien

    Parity is a diserete syrametry involving the spatial reflection of the coordinates

at the origin. Wlten the physical system is iRvariant under spatial reflection,
parity is conserved.

    Parity conservation had been regarded as a ilniversal law until mid-1950s. In
1957, Wu et al. found evideBce of parity violation in B decay of 6eCo[ll.

Following experiments showed tke fact that parity violation is a characteristic

nature of the weak interactioR, while parity is conserved in tke styong and
electromagnetic interactions.

    The weal< interaction aRd the electromagnetic interaction are unified in the
"standard theory" aRd are described by the exchange of weak vector bosons, WÅ}
and ZO, and the pkotons. WÅ} carries Åíke weak charged cltrrent, while ZO carries

the weak neutral current.

    Various experiments concerning Ieptonic and semi-leptonic weak interactions

have been carried out, and the staridard rnodel ltas been confirmed. On tlie other

hand, the nature of the hadronic weak interaction still remains obsclire. The f}avor
conserviRg (AS == O) sector of the hadronic weak interaction is important for
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understanding the weak iRteractioR because the weak netttral current betweeR
quarks can be studied oRly iR this sector. The Rucleon-nucleoR interaction is the

most suitable chanRel to study it. I{{owever, it is Rot easy to carry out such
experiments becattse of the existence of strong interactioB.

    Since the Compton waveleRgth of the weak boson is extremely short compared

to the distance betweeR nueleons, direct exchange of the weak bosoR between
nucleons is greatly suppressed. Therefore the weak iRteraction between Rucleons
is mailtly represented in terms eÅí exchaRge of mesons (n, p, a)), ik which one

meson-nucleon vertex is weak and parity violating, while the otker vertex is strong

and parity coRseyving. In this view, the weak mesoR-nuc}eon-nucleon cottpling
constants represent all of the characteristics of ltadronic weak interaction.

    [l)heoretica} calculation of the weak coupling coRstants on the basis of the

standard theory has been investi.crated by many theereticiaRs. Fo}lowing the
pioneering works by Michel[2], McKellar et al.[31 and KoRuma et al.[4], the first

comprehensive calcu}atioR was done by Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein (DDH)
iR 1980[5]. They parameterized 7 weak coupling constants and predicted the "best

value"s. Since theR, several models [6] [7] [8] [9] [lO] have been proposed to

caiculate the weak coupling constaRts in different approaches. Some of the results

of these calculations are different from each other by one order of magnitude.

    In oyder to study the hadroRic weal< interaction, several parity nonconserving
(PNC) observables in hadroRic reactions showR below have been measured
experimentally:

    e longitudinal asymmetry f({L which is the difference of the cross sectioRs with

      incident positive- aRd Regative- helicity particles, divided by the sum of the

      cross sectloRs.

    e The asymmetry /!r of the r-rays eraitted in tke radiative capture reaction
      with respect to the spin of the iRcideRt particle.

    e the circular polarization Pr of the r-r3ys emitted from uRpolarized Ruclei.

    e the spin rotation dg6/dg of the traRsverse}y polarized incident particle in the

     target material.

    Since the PNC observabies in the nucleon-nticleon iRteractions can be calculated

directly in terms of weak coupliRg constants, such experimeRts give the simplest

way to study weak coupliRg constants. The PNC effect in the nucleon-nuc}een
interaction is observed by Lobashov et al. for tke first time[11]. In this
experimeRt Pr iR the-it?+P-d+r reactioR was measured. Potter et al. succeeded
iR measuring AL in the proton-proton scattering reaction [l2] .

    Table l.I slimmarizes recent experimeRtal results oR, AL, Ar and Pr iR micleon-

nucleoR iRteractions.

    These asymmetries, which are of the order of 10ww7, are consistent with

theoretical calcu}ations, but the accuracies of these results are Rot sufficient to

discrimiRate theoretical models.
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Table l

   STUDY OF PARITY VIOLATION IN NEUTRON

.1. Experimental results of PNC asymmetries in the N-"N system

Reaction Chafinel PNC observable Asymmetry Reference

p+p-p-Vp

AL at 15 }vleV

AL at 45 MeV

AL at 45 MeV

AL at 800 rv{eV

 (-1.7Å}O.8) Å~ 10-7

(-2.31 .g-O.89) x 10-7

(-1.50Å}O.22) Å~ 10-7

 (-l-2.4Å}l.1) Å~ 10-7

[13]

[24]

[15]

[16]

n+p-d+r
Ar with cold neutron

Pr with cold neutron

(- l.5 t 4•.8) Å~ 1O-8

 (1.8Å}1.8) Å~10-7

[l71

[18]

    The stlldy of the PNC effect iR light Ruclei has been raade by several groups.

Most of the experiments deal special transitioRs involving close lying states which

are relatively isolated and have opposite parities aRd same spin. These states aye

called parity doublets. The PNC interaction induces small parity admixtuye in the

parity doublets, and the inÅíerference of the doublets produces PNC effects in the

transitioR from the doublets to its decayiRg state.

    Tlte advaRtage of such experimeRts is in the enltancemeltt of PNC effects dlie to

small energy splitting of parity doublets and the difference of decay amp}itudes.

Typical eRergy splittiRg is 5N500 KeV aRd IIpc XpNc is of the order ef 10'wlOO,
where Tpc aRd jr7pNc are parity conserviRg aRd parity noRconserving decay widtks

respectively. Tke combiRed enhancement reaches about 103 so that PNC effects of

order of 10ve4 are observed. It is possible to calculate tlie weak coupliRg constant

from tkese results, since only the dottb}et states and the state to which ehey decay

must be taken in to account in these reactions.
    Successfu} measuremeRts of P, or A, witk the nuclei '81F' [19] [20] , i9F [2i] [22] ,

and 2iNe [23] were carried ottt in this context. The experimental results are shown

in Table 1.2.
    Concerning the weak interaction in heavy nuclei,Abov et al.[24] meastired Ar

in the radiative neutron capture reaction of ii3Cd, and obtained as Ar =(-4.lÅ}

O.8) Å~ IO-` in 1964. SiRce then, several PNC measlirements have been done witk

heavy nuclei. However tke extraction of the weal< coupliRg constaRt from these
experiments is difficult because structures of keavy Ruclei are so coinplicated tkat

the calculation of wave fuRctions iRvolved in the reaction is impossible.

   }R 1980s, new light was shed on the study of parity vio}ation in heavy nuclei.
Alfimenkov et al. at Dubna[25] measured }ongitudinal asymmetries on p-wave

resonaRces ef several nuclei. They fouRd a surprisiRg large asymmetry at the

     Table 1.2. Experimental results of PNC asymmaetries with light nuclei (see the text)

PNC observable Asymmetry Referenee

i8F P,(1081keV) }:E .7Å}5.8) Å~lor4

.7Å}5.7) Å~ 10-4
igs[

'9F A,(110leeV) g:: .5Å}2.6) Å~ 10-5

.8Å}2.1) Å~ 10-5

[21]

[22]

2i Ne ]Pr(2789feeV) (8Å}l4) Å~ 10-4 [231
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O.734-eV p-wave resonance in i39La, that is, AL =(7.3Å}O.5) Xle-2. AL were aiso
measured for several other nuclei, and fottnd to be (O.45 Å}O.13) Å~ 10-2 for tke 1.35-

eV p-wave resonaRce of ii7Sn, (2.4Å}O.4) Å~ IOM2 for the O.88-eV p-wave resonance

of 8'Br, and (rmO.82Å}O.22) X 10-2 for the 4.53-eV p-wave resoRaRce of 'iiCd [25].

Tltey measured the he}icity dependence of the cross seetiok by detecting traBsmitted
neutrons (transmissioR method). A I<EK-Kyoto group measured AL by meaRs of
the detection of r-rays in radiative capture reactions (r-ray detection method) and

also by tke transmission method. They obtained (9.5Å}O.3) X 10"2 for the O.734-

eV p-wave resonance of '39La[26] [27]. The discrepancy between the Dubna result

aRd the I<EKmKyoto result was studied by Shirniztt et aL[28] by measuring the

angular dependence of AL wlth r-ray eRergy-threshold level of l MeV They fouRd

thRt such aRgular depeRdeBce is consistent with zero within experimental errors,

theyefore the value obtained by the r-ray cletection method shou}d be itlentical with

the value obtained by the transmissioR method. The results of KEKmKyoto group
were confirmed by BowmaR et al. [29] by the transmission method.

    This enormously large PNC effect can be explained by the interference between
p-wave aBd neighboyiRg s-wave resonances ("s-p mixing") [30] [31] [32] [33]. In

this model, the longitudinal asymmetry AL at p-wave resonaRce is written as

       A,=Ek2E,v/31,F !r-ftfg, . (l.1)
where Is and 17p are the Reutron widths of s-wave and p-wave resonances aRd Es
aRd Ep are corresponding resoRance eltergies. I7pi!2 is the partial neutroR width for

incident neutron which have total angular momentai== 1/2. Vsp is the matrix

elemeRt of weak payity violating interaction between compound states. Very small
energy splitting of two resonances (typically a few eV) aRd the Iarge differeRce of

neutron widths (ptp -vl03) give rise to the enhaRcement of the order of 105N

106. This model predicts that the large PNC effect caR be found commonly in the

neutroR absorption reactions in the resonaRce regions of compound nuclei, and the

signs of the asymmetries wil} be random.

    The interest in these parity violation measurerneRts has much increased
because of the predictions[31] [34] iR which time-reversal invariant (TRI) vio13tion

is also enhaReed at p-NNTave resonaRces. Stodolsky[35] proposed thyee
configuratioRs of the directioRs of the neutron spiR aRd the target spiR to search for

P-odd T-odd terms in neutron transmissioR experiments. The advaRtage of the
neutron transmission experimeRt is in tlte fact that we can study TRI violation free

from final state interactions, because the incoming and outgoing particles are the

same and kave the same momeRtum.
    The O.734-eV resonance of i39La, which kas been fouRd to have the largest

asymmetry, is considered to be suitable for tke TRI experiment. Intensive
expeyimental efforts to polarize i39La nuclei kave beefi done. ReceRtly Maekawa et
al. [36] obtained about 20% polarization of i39La iR the Nd3" doped LaAt03 crystal.

Further improvements of the polarization have been tried in PSI [37] .

      In l990, TRIPLE Collaboyation measured asymmetries of p-wave resonaRces
on 232Th[38] [39] aRd 238U[40] targets, aRd reported "sign effect" of the asymmetry.
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AII seven asymmetries in 232Th were positive, and three of folir asymmetries in 238U

were also positive. The tendency for the asymmetries to have the same sign is
hardly understaRdable from the view point of the s-p mixing model which is based

on the statistical nature of compound nuclei. Alternative mechanisms to explain tke
enhancernent of parity violation giving the same sigR have been proposed [41] [42]

[43] [44] [45]. For understanding of this problern, more experimeRtal studies are

required.

  An approach to study the nature of parity violation in p-wave resonances is to

measure the angular correlatioRs of r-rays with respeet to the direction of spin aRd
inomentum of the iRcideRt neutroR[46] [47]. Ainong tltem the correlation terrns
coyresponding to ([iln' (7}nÅ~rtr)) and (Z;n'rtr) are important, where ffn is the spiR of

incident neutron, and lin and ler denote the momeRtum of iRcident neutroR and that of

captilre r-rays respective}y.

    The terms corresponding to (6n'(TtnX 7tr)) and (5n'rtr) were studied by
}vlatsuda et al. at tke O.734-eV p-wave resoRaRce for i39La target[48] [49]. From

these terms, we can extract the weak matrix element without ambiguity of the
partial Reutron width of tke p-wave resonance. The pre}imiRary result IVspl=:

3.3Å}?lg meV is consistent with the expected value from the s-p mixing model. The
same type of experiments were carried out also for ii3Cd [50] and i"Sn [51].

    Anotlier approach is a statistical treatment of asymmetries of p-wave
resonances based on the theory of compound nucletis.

    Frem the viewpoint of the statistical model of the compotmd nttcleus, the weak

matrix elements are expected to be GaussiaR random variables with zero mean.

Measurements of asymmetries oR maRy p-wave resonaRces of a nucleus give the
clistributioR of the weak matrix elernents, froin wkich the variaBce of the
distyibutioR, M2, can be extracted[52] [53]. Then tlte weak spreading widtli jrTvv is

defined as Iriv=:2nM2/D, where D is the average }eve} spacing of the cempotmd

resonaRces. Based on tke s-p mixing model, the value of I'iv can be estimated to be

of the order of 10-7eV. More detailed studies have been done on the relation
between the valtte of Tw or its mass dependence and the natLire of parity violation in
nuelei [54] [55] [56] [57] [58].

    Therefore, it is very importaRt to measure asymmetries of many resonaRces of
various nuclei in the wide eRergy range with high statistics. Sltch experiments will

answer the questioR if large asymmet}'ies are coinmonly seen in p-wave resonances

with random sigRs as the s-p mixing model predicts, or tke "sign effect" is universal

phenomena for various nuclei. From the meastiremeRt, the weak spreadiRg width
I7w can be determined for different nuclei. The comparison betweeR Ly obtained

from various nuclei and estimated ones based on the s-p mixing model is important

to know whether the model is appropriate to deseribe parity violation in compouRd
nuclei. The study of mass dependence of Ay gives further iRforination on parity

violation iR nuclei. The experimental determination of 17w is meaRiRgful also for

theoretical studies on the determinatioR of weak coupling constant. In additioR,
such studies are important for fotmdatioB of the basis of future TRI tests.
   [l]he LANSCE facility[59] [60] provides a long Retitron flight path and a high-
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inteRsity pulsed neutron bearn over wide energy range. We, TRIPLE Co}laboration,

took these advantages to measure PNC effects in inany resonances of various nuclei

wieh kigh sÅíatistics. The po}arlzed proton Åíi}ter which provides the neatron
po13rization of more than 80%iR wide energy range [61] , tlte high efficieRcy RetttroR

spin flipper[61] and the neutroR detector which can haRdle the counting rate of 500

MKz [63] were newly constyucted for the experiment.

    Using these apparatus, we itieasttred longitudinal asymmetries for the i23Th,
238U, i07Ag, i09Ag, ii5Jn, aRd ii3Cd targets in 1993, and the i2iSb, i23Sb, i27I, i3iXe, i33Cs,

'06Pd 3nd i08Pd targets in 1995. We chose nuclei in tke mass regions of A--100 and

A--230, in which we expected to find many p-wave resonances because of large p-
wave strength faRction[64]. The measurernents in different mass yegions will give

information regarding mass dependence of 1";y.

    The analysis of tlie data reqttires fittiRg tke obtained neutron spectra with high

accuracy. The analysis code wkich employs a multi-leve} cross section formu}a aRd

proper respoRse functioR of our beam line was developed for this experiment.

    In this paper, we descyibe tke detailed experimeRtal procedttre, analysis ef data,
and the results of the measurements on the target of i2iSb, i23Sb and i27 IR Ruclei.

Then we discuss the statistical treatment of the parity violatiRg asymmetries using
the data on i2iSb, i23Sb aRd i2?i as well as other expeyimental data obtaiRed by

TRIPLE Collaboration.

    The tlteoretical explanation foy enhaRcement of parity violatioR is given in

ChapÅíer 2. The experimental procedure is presented in Chapter 3. The
frameworl< of the ana}ysis is showR in Chapter 4. The analysis code developed for

this experiment is described also in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is devoted to the resu}ts

of the experimeRt and discussion. The coRclusion is given in Chapter 6.

2. TheoreticalFramework

    The theoretical framework for this experiment is described in this chapter. In

SectioR 2.l, tke origin of the eRhancement of parity violatioR in p-wave resonances

is explaiRed withiR the framework of the s-p mixiRg model. In SectioR 2.2, we
introduce the weak spreading width rw which is related to the streltgtlt of the weak

interactioR iR nuclei.

2.1 . Enhancement of the PNC Effeet
    Large parity violation observed in p-wave resonances is explaineCl by
interference between the p-wave aRd s-wave resonaRces (s-p mixiRg model) [30]
[31] [32] . The longitudiRai asyrnnietry P at a p-wave resonance is written as

       pi!i{a}fill{kb++cffp.

         =[is?i;ilisEiilll ;v/Iiil,llx• (2•o

where crp+ and ap- are the neutron cross sectioRs of tke p-wave resonance for
he}icity + and - states of incident neutrons. ,l7s aRd rp are the neutron widths of
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s-wave and p-wave resonances. Es aRd Ep are the resonance energies. Vsp :<IPIs
l";ylleilp> is the matyix element of weak Hamiltonian Ilvy betweeR compound states

llliT,> aRd IZPIp>. x is defined as

       xi!i!i`TE-]i?IY3'p=-IzwpTfr':!ilfix-,,T,e:ir`iilip,,,, (2•2)

where 17pi!2 and i7p3i2 are the partial Reutron widths for total angular momeRta of
incident Reutrons ]' -- 1/2 and 1' '--ny 3/2 respectively. Foy tke nucleus whose spin is

zero, x always equa!s unity.

    Two kinds of enhancemeRt mechanisms are considered to contribute to large

magnitude of longitudiRal asymmetries. One of them is tke "dynamical
enkancement" aRd the other is the "structtiral enhaRcement".

    The "dynamical enltancement" originates iR the statistical Rature of the
compound nuc!ei. The wave fuRction of a compound state ILV> can be represented
by a sum of many-particle excitation states Iip> in the nuelear shell model as

             N       Iur>-ZcAip,>, (2.3)             i
where the magnitude of coefficient ci is of tlte order of 1/VN as a result of the

Bormalization of the wave function IZP>. N is the number of the states contributing

to a compouRd state, and is estimated as

       Nt--Sn-{jifLXD, (2.4)
where D is tke average Ievel spacing betweeR compouBd states. rspr is the
spreading width of the compound state and is approximately equal to the average
level distaRee between single-particle }evels. Typical va}ues of Ir,p,(--3 Å~ I06eV)

and D(N3Å~ 10eV) make N to be the order of 105.

    Tke weak matrix element Vsp can be written as

        Vsp = < qsIll;yl Tp>

           =Zc f' di <gbii"wl gbf>. (2.5)
            ij'
From the view point of the statistical model of the compound nucleus [65] [66],tke

matrix elemeRt <gbil2LvlÅëi> is expected to be a random variable accerding to a

Gaussian distribution with rneaR zero and variance <Hrv> 2. If we assume the weak

Hamiltonian is a oRe-particle operator,the matrix element has a non-zero value only

wheB gbj differs from gbi by the state of one partic}e, aRd kas a zero value in othey

case. Therefore the number of summation in EquatioR (2.5) is of the order of N,
Rot N2.

    SiRce Vsp is a sum of independent Gaussian-distributed raRdom variables whose

mean is zeyo, Ysp also obeys a Gaussian distribution with mean zero. Its variance
M2 is given as

       M2 me Vgp
           : : (c }•'`' dj <ÅëilHwl Åëj> ) *' (cfd i <gbklffrv1 gbi> )

           iikl
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          " Åí (c }' ci) (dJ"• dj) l <gbilif;yl gbj> lr

            ii
            --t- : (cicj<ÅëilffwiÅëj>)*(al}Idi<ipklHvvlgbi>)

              itk,j'il
            11          'v I?<i [igf <Hry> 2 Å~ V[]K7',                                                               (2.6)

         M- [jl7 <H.> xuv. (2.7)
The magRitude of parity mixing between compound states is given as

        M <Hrv>                 xVN, (2.8)        -N        D rspr
where <Hrv> /rspr is a typical magnitude of parity raixing between single particle

states. This ratio is approximately the same as the ratio of the parity violating

poeential between nucleons and the payity conserviRg potential in the nucleus.
<Hw>/rsp. is estimated to be of the order of IO-7. Equation (2.8) shows that the

parity mixing betweeR compouRd states is enhanced compared to the parity mixing
between siRgle particle staSes by V7V. This enhancemeRt is called "dynamical
eRhancement". A typica} value of N, that is 105, gives eRhancerneRt of 102---I03.

    The othey eRhancemeRt factor, tltat is the "structural eRhancement", comes from

the ratio of the neutron widths of two compound states. Due to the centrifugal
barrier, the neutron widths for s-wave and p-wave esoltaRces are described as

       I"7, oc ieR, Irp oc (leR)3, (2.9)
where le is tke neutroR momentum, and R is the radius of tke nucleus. Therefore
the "structural enhancement" is given as

       Vl:,i"vf,+ (2.io)
Typical values of RN10fm and JeN10-3-`fmww' give the enhancement of the order of
lo2 -- lo3.

    The remaining factor iR Equation (2.I), that is x, comes from the fact that only

the 1' = l/2 ampHtude contributes te the longitudinal asymmetry[31]. It is
necessary to determine x iR order to obtaiR the weak matrix element Vsp for a
specific pair of s- aRd p-wave resoRances. Fiambaum et al.[46] and Vanhoy et
a}.[47] showed that x can be determined from the measuremeRt of the angular

correlatloR of r-rays at the p-vvave resoRance with polarized neutrons. Vanhoy et
al.I67] shewed that tr caR be obtained also by studying the PNC effect with a

polarized tayget aRd unpolarized neutroRs.

    As noted above, the determination of x is important for studyiRg tlte weak
matrix element at a specific p-wave resonaRce. However, from the view poiRt of the
statistical model, the variaRce of the distribution of weak matrix elements M2 or the

weak spreadiRg width "l-Tw defined in following seceioR is essential to investigate the

nature of the weak Hamiltonian iR the compouRd Rucletts.

    In this experirnent, we have determined jrlrv by measuring asymmetries in many

p-wave resoRances in various nuclei iR order to find the dependence of ,lrrv upon the
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nuclei. The method used to extract Jl7vv from the experimental data will be given in

Section 4 . 2.

2.2. WeakSpreadingWidth
    The weak spreadiRg width I7rv is defiRed as Tiv ff-i 2nM2/D wltere M2 is the

variance of the weak matrix element described in Section 2.1, and D is tke level
spacing of cempound states. Using Equation (2.4) and (2.g), rvv is written as

              fuf2
       nvmE2T              D
                                   '          N4( <rV,IV,> )2 X rspr (2.ll)
As shown in this expression, Hrv is related te <Hm> /Tspr, which is a typical

magRitude of parity mixing betweeB siRgle particle states in nuclei. Therefore rvv

is coRsidered to express the strength of tl}e weak HamiltoRian in nuclei. In
additioR, it can be compared to tke experimental results obtained for different
nuc}ei. Since urrspr is a few time I06eV, and <Hw>/rspr is approximately 10"7, rw is

estimated to be about IOr7eV.

    In 1991, JohRson et al. proposed a tlieoretical method to extract weak coup}ing
constants between meson and two nucleons from the value of 1-Tiy[54]. An
advantage of this approach is in the fact tliat it is not necessary to ca}culate the

specific wave functioR of compotmd nticlei. SiBce theR, a lot of tkeoretical efforts
have been done in this direction [55] [56] [57] .

    Auerbach and Vorov studied the mass dependence of rva using a microscopic
statistical calculation of the weak interaction in nuclei[58] and fotmd Tw to be

proportional to Aii3. They fotmd also the fact that the depeildence is seRsitive to

tke model applied to describe the weak interactioR iR nuclei. They showed that if the

doorway-state approximation is ttsed to calculate IT;v iRstead of the model of
compottnd nticleus, Tw is proportioRal to A instead of Ai/3. They c}aimed that one-

body part and two-body part of the weak Haini}tonian give different contributioRs to

the A depeRdeRce.
    The experimenta} determiRation of Lv, iR particttlar the study of mass
dependeRce of I';v, is important to tmderstand the weak interaction in Ruclei.

3. ExperimentalProcedure

    ll)he present experiment was performed at LANSCE with an intense pu!sed
neutroR beam. In order to meastire longitudinal asymmetries in many p-wave
resonances, an apparatus was developed and used foy the experiment. The
apparatus is made of a polarized proton fi}ter to po}arize neutrons loRgitudinally, a

neutron spin flipper to rotate the direction of neutron spin by 180 degree, a neutron

tyansmission detector to detect traRsmitted netttrons efficiently, and otliers. The

characteristics and tke performances of the apparatus are described in fo}lowiRg

sectlons.
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3.1. AceeteratorandNeutronSource
    The experiment was carried out at MLNSC (Manuel Lttjan Jr. Neutron
ScatteriRg Center) in LANSCE (Los Alamos Neutron ScieRce CEnter). IV][LNSC has

twelve flight paths which provide pulsed neutron beams in the energy range from
10m`eV to 10`eV. The pulsed beams, along with the long flight path, niakes possible

to apply the time-o"flight technique to the measurement of the Reutron eRergy.
    The LANSCE accelerator comp}ex[59] [60] consists of a ll- ion source, a 800

MeV linac, a proton storage ring (PSR), and a spallation target. The pulsed

neutron beam used for this experiment is provided from the spallation target. A
schematic view of the compiex is given in Figure 3.1.

    The HM ion beam is injected iRto the linac at 750 I<eV. The beam is accelerated

to 100 MeV with 201 MNz drift-tubes, and then to 800 MeV witk eoupled cavities of

805 MHz.

    The time structure of the accelerated beam coRsists of macro-pu}ses with a
repetition rate of l20 Hz. The typical width of a macro-pulse is 625 ptsec. Each

macro-pulse consists of O.1 nsec micro-pulses, wkich are separated from each other
by abottt 5 Rs. There are approximate}y IN2Å~10S protoRs iR a micro-pulse.

    The HM beam is deflected with a kicker magnet and aR injectioR magnet to be
transported to the PSR. Tlte "- ioR is eoRverted to HO by removing one electron in

the streng magnetic field of the stripper magnet. The aO beam is then coRverted to

the ff' beam wheR it passes tltrough a tltiR carbon foii.

    At the injection, macro-pulses are chopped to produce 250 Rs pulses wit}i llO Bs

intermissions. Since the circulation time of tke beam in the PSR is 360Rs, the

macro-pu}se is wrapped ayound the PSR until the complete macre-pulse is stored

and a intense pulsed beam is created. The accurntilated beam is extracted from tke

(7sekev)

201MHz
Linac

805MHz Kicker

Linac

(looMev)

Line A
'

Chopper

H- Source

(sooMev)

PSR

Line D

Injection Kicker

Stripper Magnet

Foil Stripper

Spallation Target

Fig. 3.1. Schematic View of LANSCE accelerator complex,
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    The target aRd moderator are surrottnded with the reflector wltich is made of

Ni and Be in ordey to seRd back eseaping neutron to moderation process. Then tlte

reflector are surrouRded with an iron-coRcrete bio}ogical shield. The outer radius
of the biologleal skield is 4.6 m.

3.2. BeamLine
    Among twelve beam lines, The Flight Path 2 which is the longest beam line
providing epitherma} Reutrons was used for the experiment. The beam line faces

the water moderator. The intensity of neutrons at the beara line has been
measured [71] . k can be wyitten as

        AN=(5.8Å~10'3) (EA,#)'t., JI{,rfst. (3.1)

wheye AN is the i}umber of neutroRs with energies between En and En+AEn per
beam burst, i is the average proton current, e is tlte proton charge iR coulomb, f is

the fraction of the moderator surface viewed by the detector throttgh the collimators,

v is the nttmbey of beam burst per secoRd, and 9 is tke solid angle of the detector.

    A schematic view of the beam line is skowR in Figure 3.3. We installed a
beam monitor, a neutron polarizer, a spin flipper, and a transmissioR targeÅí in the

ERI cave. We placed the neutron detector and reiated e}ectronic modu}es in the
60m kut. A schematic view of the ERI cave is sbown iR Figure 3.4. The air in
the pipes between the end of the ERI cave and tlte 60 m httt was exhausted in order

to reduce scatteriRg loss of Reutrons.

3.3. BeamMoniter
    The beam monitor, which consisted of 3ffe and "IIe ionization chambers[72],

was placed betweeR the biological shield and the neutron polarizer. Tlte size of
each chamber was 9.0 cm in width, 9.5 cm iR height, and 4.0 cm in thickRess (Figure

3.5). The chambers had i.6 mm-thick alttmiRum windows on tke front and back.
The pressures of 3He aRd `"e gases in the ckafnbers were 1.el Å~ I05 Pa(760 Tory).

    The 3He chamber is sensitive to neutrons due to the reaction

        n+3"e --", p+3U+O.764 Me V. (3.2)
The cross sectioR of this reaction is inversely proportional to the square reot of the

neutron eBergy. The absorption rate of the neutyon of 1eV iR the chamber was
about 10%. On the other hand, the 4ffe chamber is inseRsitive to neutroRs.

    Beth of the 3He and 4He chambers were seRsitive to r-rays originated in

Compton scatteriRg on the aluminum windows and in helium gases.
    Since the monitoy couBter was placed very close to the Reutron source, counting

of iRdividual particle was impossible. Therefore the output DC currents from the

aRodes of the chambers were measured. The current from each chamber was
converted to pulses with a voltage-to-frequency converter. The output pulses were

transmitted to tke data acqttisitioR room, wltere the data aequisitioR system was

located.

    The neutroR flux was obtained by subtracting the output of the "He chamber
from that of the 3He chamber.
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    The fluctuations due to the change of magnetic field and temperature were
measured and found to be negligible [72] .

3.4. NeutronPolarizer
    It is essential for the experiment to obtain the highly polarized neutron beam in

the wide energy range. The polarized proton filter is the most suitable for this

purpose [73, 74, 75]. On neutron-proton scattering, the cross section of the neutron

whose spin is parallel to proton spin is about 10 times as large as that of the
neutron whose spin is anti-parallel, and is almost constant from 1 eV to 1 keV [76,

73, 77].

    When the neutron passes through a polarized proton filter whose polarization

is fp, the total cross section aÅ} of the neutron whose spin is parallel and anti-

parallel is written as

        aÅ}=ao Ffpap, (3.3)
where ao is the total cross section for the unpolarized filter, and ap is called "the

polarization cross section". The transmission of polarized neutron TÅ} through
polarized filter whose thickness is t and number density is n is given as

        TÅ}=e-naÅ}t=e-naoteÅ}fpnapt

          =T.npoieÅ}fPnaPt, (3.4)
where Tunpoi = e-"aOi is the transmission through the unpolarized proton filter.

Therefore the total transmission Tpoi through the polarized filter is

        Tpei =' Jli' (T+ + T-)



and

over
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        =" Tunpoi-l}- (efpftapt+ermfpnapt)

        == Tunpoicosh (fpn opt) ,

the polarizatioR of the tyansmitted neutroR fn is,

      - T.-T-    fnm T.+Tww =taRh (lfpnopt)

      =1-fut i.
              TS,t

We used irradiated so}id ammonia as filter material[6i]

other materials in dilutioR factor and ltydrogen deRsity.

It ltas

(3.5)
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    The dynamic Ruclear polarization (DNP) was ttsed to polarize protons iR the

inaterial. Tke DNP is tl}e method to polarize Ruclear spins by transferring the

electyon spin polarization to nuclei by means of microwave irradiation.
Paramagnetic radicals Recessary for the DNP process were doped by iyradiation of
the electron beam of "-3Å~ IOi6 electrons/cm2.

    A side view of the cryostat is shown in Figure 3.6. The filter materia}s were

iR the shape of beads of 1-2 mm in diameter. These were packed iR a cylindrical

disk of 80mm in diameter and l3mm in thickRess. The packiRg factor was O.63.
Tke materials were cooled down to lK in `Re bath. The cooling power of about
2W at 1K was obtained by pumping `ffe with the speed of 8200m3/h. Tlie `He

reservoir surrounding the 1K bath coRtained tke split-coil uperconducting magnet

which made 5Tesla field at the filter pesition. The field homogeneity was
measured to be 1.3 Å~ IOww4 over a voltime of 8cm iR diameter aRd 2cm in leRgth.

The 140 GHz microwaves of 20 mW/cin3 were applied to the target.

    We obtained the proton po}arization of about 85%. The build-up eiine of the

proton polarizatioR was about 8 minutes.

    The proton polarization was monitored wiÅíh a Q-meter, whose signals weye
takeR with a data acquisition system on Digital MicroVAX R. The calibration of

tke N)vlR system was done by the transmission enhancement measuyement. First
we measured the effective thicl<ness (nat) of the proton filter by measuring the

transmission of neutrons. Then we took tke ratio Tpoi/Tunpei. It should be
proportional to cosh<fpnopt) (see EquatioR (3.5)). Since op is 16.7 mb, we obtained

the proton polarization fp.

    The absolute Reutron polarization was obtaiRed by means of the traRsmissioR
enhancement measurement with Equation (3.6). The neutron po}arization was

confirmed by the measurement of tke known value of parity violation effect at tke
O.734-eV p-wave resonance of i39La.

3.5. SpinPlipper
    In order to measure loRgitudinal asymmetries of p-wave resoBaRces, it is
necessary to reverse the direction of longitudinally polarized fteutron spin
frequently and efficiently. To satisfy this reqttirement, tke spin flipper was
developed aRd used for our experiment[62] .

    The spin flipper consists of eight coRcentric solenoidal coils of different Iengths

and six pairs of traRsverse coils (Figure 3.7). IR order to accommodate ehe stray

field from the neutron polarizer, the geometry of tke solenoiclal coils is Rot
symmetric with respeet to the centey of spiR flipper.

    The soleRoidal coils stayed on always, while the transverse coils was switched

to be either oR or ofÅí depeRdlng on the spin f}ipper sta#e. When the transverse

coils were on, tr}e spin flipper was iB the "flip" state, and wheR they were off, the

spiR flipper was in "Ron-flip" state.

    The solenoida! coils along the ReutroR beam produces longitudina! field Bz,
whose directioR is reversed in the middle of the flipper. On the eentral axis, Bz has

the streRgth as
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Fig. 3.7. Schematic cross sectional view of the spin fripper (drawn not to
    scale). The solenoidal coils (shaded parts) produce a longitudinal

    field Bz. The pairs of transverse coils (hatched parts) produce a

    transverse field By, In order to accommodate the stray field from
    the neutron polarizer the geometry of the solenoidal coils is not
    symmetric with respect to the center of spin flipper.

        .B.=IB:Åícos(ne/L) li-/<L27<li<li)<L/2) (3•7)

where B is about 100 G, and L is about 2 m.

    The transverse coils produce the transverse field By, whose strength is,

       B,-Iicos(ne/L) [/i-</L,-/.2L.<3)<L/2) (3.s)

where B and L are the same as Equation (3.7)

    The spin flipper was in "flip" state when transverse coils were turned on and

smoothly changing magnetic field was produced along the beam line. In this case,

the neutron spin followed the magnetic field adiabatically, and the direction of spin

was rotated by 180 degrees as the neutron passed through the spin flipper (Figure
3.8).

    In case the spin flipper was in the "non-flip" state, there was only the
longitudinal field. Therefore the direction of neutron spin didn't change (Figure
3.9).

    The efficiency of this spin reversal system was calculated[62], and found to be

more than 93% for the neutron energy between 1eV to 350 eV.

    In order to minimize the effect of the gain drift of the detector, the spin states

were alternated every 10 seconds with the sequences as
       N (O).F (+)-F (+)-N (O) ->F (-)-N (O) -N (O)-F (-),
where N(O) means the "non-flip" state, and F(Å}) means the "flip" state. The signs
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"non-flip" state. The arrows indicate the direction of spin as the
neutron travels through the spin flipper in the "non-flip" state,

                            ,show tlte directioRs of the tyansverse field.

    The currents in the solenoidal coils and the transverse coils wet'e monitored

during the experiment.

3.6. NeutronCounter
  Neutrons transmitted throttgk the target were detected with tke Retttron counter

placed at about 56m away from tke neutron source, The Reatyon counter was
assembled with a scintillator chamber aRd 55 detectors as showR in Figttre
3,10 [63].

    The liquid scintillator doped with 8% 'eB in weight was contained in an

aluminum cylinder whose diameter was 43cm and depth was 4cm. Tke diameter
of the effective area of the scintillator was 40 cm. The scintil}ator was segmented

to 55 hexagonal grids. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) was attached to each grid

with a cookie light guide. Tlte segrneRted arraRgement made possible to handle the
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Scintillator Chamber

40cm
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Fig, 3.10.
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Neutron deteetor system (see the text).

instantaneous counting rate as high as 500 MHz.

  Incident neutrons lose the energy in the scintillator due to elastic scattering on
protons (thermalization), then are captured by iOB via following reaction

       n+iOB-'Li*+a+2.31MeV

                l (3.9)               'Li"+r(O.482MeV).

The scintillation light produced by the a-particle, 7Li, and O.48MeV r-ray was

detected with Amperex XP2262B PMTs whose diameter were 2 inches. The HV
for the tubes were supplied from LeCroy1440 system controlled remotely. The
bases for the tubes were designed to minimize the saturation and baseline shift due

to very high counting rate attributed to the fast neutron burst. An air-duct pipe

was connected to each base in order to remove heat from the base.

    The low-pass filters of 5 ns were connected between PMTs and discriminators

to improve the discrimination between neutron pulses and single photo-electron
pulses. The filter had little effect on the neutron pulse but suppressed the single

photo-electron noise, because the width of neutron pulse was about 20 nsec whereas

the width of noise was about 3 nsec. The HV for the tubes were adjusted so that
the typical pulse height of signal by neutron capture by 'OB was 40mV. The
signals larger than 30 mV were discriminated and eonverted to NIM pulses whose

widths were 5 nsec. Then the pulses were transmitted to the data acquisition room
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where data acquisition syseems were loeated.

    The neutron which entered the scintillator needs finite time to be captured by
iOB. This time is called the therraalization time. Since the cross section of neutron

c3pture by iOB is proportional to l/vn where vn is the neutron velocity, the

thermaiization time R does not depend upoR the ReutroR eRergy as seen in the

following equation

        1- dNn (vn) - dNn (Vn) aX       7M- dt M- dx Tt (3•iO)
         CX ff(vn) 'vn (3•11)          =:conist, (3.12)
where Nn (vn) denotes the nttmber of Reutron whose velocity is vn. x is the flight

length. Tke thermalization time was obtained by compariRg the transmissioR
spectya of several resonances observed with the iOB detector aRd those with a 6Li-

glass detector which has no thermalization process[63]. The measured
therma}ization time was about 410 nsec independent of neutron energy.

    When the neutroR detector has finite dead time q the observed yield of neutron

Y is written as

        y= Re rmRr (3.13)
where R is the number of neutrons pey secoRd iRto tke detector.

    The dead tirne T has been extracted from observed yields with different beam

iRtensities. The yields Yi and Y2 for different beam intensities are expressed as

        Yl == CMIe wwCMIT

        }7', == CfM',e ma CM,T (3.14)
where Mi, 1}42 are the cotmtiRg rates of the beam monitor, C is coRstant. The dead
time Thas been derived from Equation (3.14) as

        T :M,MrmiM, y,i(t) in }iiMC}i exp (f}4-,M-'M, iR };MXi;l). (3.is)

    The dead time T for the data obtained in 1995 has been found to be l3Rsec.
Measured spectra have been corrected by Equation (3.13).

  The efficiency of tke detector was obtained by comparing the effieiency of tke 6Li-

glass detector wbose efficiency was well knowR, and was fouRd to be almost
100 % [63] .

3.Z DataAcquisitionSystem
    A Digital MicroVAX ll system running XSYS data acquisition (DAQ) package

on VMS operation system were used for data acquisition. Tlte MicroVAX fi vvas
connected to MBD (Multi-Braneh Driver), which communicated with CAMAC crates.

The data acquisitioR systern were located in the data acquisition room, which was

about 160 m away froin the neutron counter.

    A sigRal synchroRized with tke incideRt proton burst was provided to the data
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room. It was called tke te pulse. The data acquisition process was initiated with

the te pulse.

    As mentioned in SectioR 3.6, a typica} instantaReous cotmting rate of total 55

detector was as higk as 500MHz. Such a high counting rate canRot be handled
with a conventional multichanRel scaler. Therefore a transient digitizer was used

to accumttlate data.

    The NIM pulses from the transmission detectors were discrimiRaeed again at

data acquisitioR reom to reshape the pulses. The otitput pu}ses from the
discriminators were fed to a linear signal combiRer. IR the Iinear combiner, each

pulse was filtered to be a broad Gaussian shaped pulse whose width was iOO ns at

the half maximum point. Tke broadened pulses from 55 detectors were linearly
summed to make a aRalog signal whose vo}tage was proportional to tke couRtiRg rate

of the transmission detector.

    The olitput was tlten fed to the transieRt digitizer. The traRsieRt digitizer had
3 12-bit flush aRa}og-to-digital converter (FADC) to digitize the voltage with

intervals determined by aR external clock. The sampling interval ("dwell time")

was chosen to be either 100 nsec, 200 nsec, 500 nsec or i ptsec depending en tke

region of neutron energies to be measured. Tlte digitized sigRals were added into

an 8192-ehannel memory inodule, and the hlstogram of tke eouRting rate of the
transmission detector as a function of time from te pulse (TOF spectrum) was

created in the memory medule.
    'To elifltinate Roises aRd backgrotmds, a fake pttlse, t6 pulse, was invoked 1/60

sec after the to pulse, 3Rd tke same measuremeRt was repeated. The neutron
correspoRding to this energy range (<O.06eV) was removed from the beam by the

Cd foil of O.8 mm thickRess which was placed between the Retttron polarizer and the

spin flipper. Therefore the output sigRals ltad their origiR in the 60 Hz pickup
noise aRd the dark curreRt noise. These digitized sigRa}s taken with t6 pulses weye

subtracted from the memory modttle.

    The sigRals of beam monitor eounters were yead by the CAMAC scalers. The
                                                 rgates of CAMAC scalers were opened by the to pulse and to pulse. The Rumber of
                                                 'pulses with the to ptilse was siibtracted by those with the to pulse to remove the 60

Hz pickup noise and tlte offset of the V-F coRveyter. The obtained beam flux of

each beam pulse was recorded.
    After 200 beam pulses were accunrulated, tke spiR flipper state was chaRged in

the sequences described in Section 3.5. After one sequence was finished, the
fluctuaeion of beam flux during that period was checked. If the fluctttatioR was
sma}ler than 8%, the data were labeled as "good". The neutron transmissioR
spectrum was transferred from memory module to the data acquisition computer and
stored in the histogram on the computer. If the fluctuation was larger than 80/o, the

data was labeled as "bad". The spectrum was stored in a differeRt histogram on

the computer, and was not used for analyzing the asymmetries.

    Other data sttch as }slMR signals of the neutron polarizer, individual couBtiRg

rates of Reutron detectors, and ctirrents in the coils of the spiR flipper were

monitored and recorded.
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    A typical yun consisted of 20 spin sequences. It tool< about 30 min. Wken 20

spin sequences were finisked, all the histograms were saved in tke disk, and the

next run was started.

3.8. Data Taking with the Targets ofSb andI
    We obtained the data of transmission with the Sb andItarget. These targees
were placed at the end of Åíhe spiR flipper.

    As the Sb target, we used thyee disks wieh Ratural abundance (57.3%i23Sb and

42.7%i23Sb), each of which was 60 inm thick and 104 mm in diameter. Total weight

of the target was 10275g. IR order to reduce Doppler broadeniRg of the
resoRances, the targets were stored iRside the target chiller which cooled the target

with liquid nitrogeR to 77 K.

    The data with the Sb target were takeR for abottt six days. The data for 218

runs, each of whick took about 30 min to complete, were accumulated with a dwell

time of 100 Rsec. In order to reduce systematic errors, the polarization direction of

proton fi}ter was reversed by changing the frequency of the microwaves applied to

the proton fi}ter. Almost half of the data were taken with the `positive' polayization

of proton filter, aRd the otlter ha}f were taken witlt the `negative' po}arization.

    AR enriched '2iSb target (99.480/o i2iSb and O.52%i23Sb) was lised for the sake

of the resonance ideRtification of the isotopes to which iRdividt{al resonaRces
correspoRd. Tke i2iSb target consisted of metal powder packed in a small
alumintim cylinder whose inner diameter was 88.9mm. The weight of the target
was 38.l951 g. Capture r-yay detectors were used for tkis measuremeRt siRce tlie

thicl<Ress of the target was too small to identify p-wave yesonaRces in the
transmlsslon experlment.
    The '27I consisted of small pieces packed in the cylinder of which the diameter

was ll4 mm and leRgth was 545 mm. Tlte weight of the target was 15562g. Tke
data were taken for about five days. The data for l85 runs were accumulated with

a dwell time of 100 nsec, and the data for 64 ruRs were acclimulated with a dwell

time of 1000nsec. Almost half of Åíhe data were takeB with the `positive'
polarization of proton filter and the other half were taken with the `negative'
polarizaÅíion.

3.9. 1ifeasuremeRtofr-rayBackground
    IR order to kRow the r-ray background associated with the neutron beam, we

rneasured the yatio of the couRting rates of the neutron detector with two absorbers

of tke same material but of different thickness. They were placed between the
Reutron polarizer aRd the spin flipper. The thickness of one of tlie foils was as
twice as that ef the other.

    If neutrons in ehe beam were absorbed completely on stroRg resonances ("black

resoRance") in the absorber foil, all the counts in the resonaRce regions weye

attributed to the associated r-rays. Tke measuremeBt was cayried out with the
absorbers of In, Ta, Co and Mn which have maRy black resonances for the nelitroR.

    Table 3.1 shows the list of the absorbers tised for the measureRient of r-ray

bac}<ground with tlieir resonance energies and thickness.
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Table 3.1. The resonance energies of absorber
         materials used for the study of r,ray
         background. The thicknesses of tlte
         absorbers are also shown.

Material  Thickness
(mm) (mm)

Resonance enrgy
    (eV)

In

Ta

zs

O.127 O.254

1.27 2.54

2.54 5.08
1.524 3.048

 1.46
 4.3
 10.4
 24.0
 35.0
 35.9
120.0
336.0

    The couRtiRg rates on the black resonances with the two foils of the same
material are N,e-"Ot and NreM2not respective}y, where Nr is the number of r-rays

aioRg the bearn and nat is tlte attenuation rate of the r-rays with tkinner absorber.
Tken Nr was derived from the observed vaiues of N7e-not and Nrfrm2"at as

       N, = (N,e ""at)' ((."fSi;.`2). (3 .i6)

    By ttsing different materials whick have black resoRaRces at different energies,

the energy dependeRce of r-ray background was deduced. The obtained
background was Rormalized to the counting rate of the monitor counter. Then it
was subtracted from the data.

4. Analysis

    In this chapter, we describe the procedure of the data analysis. The chapter is

divided to three sections. IR the first section, the cornputer code developed ior the

analysis is explaiRed. The formula for calcttlation of neutron resonance cross
section used in the code and the model describiRg the energy resolRtion of the beam

liRe are also given. The second section describes the likelihood aRalysis to
determiRe the weak spreading width from the experimeRtal data. The third section

is deveted to tke analysis of data. First, the spectroscopic study to determine

resonaRce eRergies and Reutren widtks of p-wave resonances are described. Then
the analysis of the parity violatioR effeet in p-wave resonances of tke i2iSb, i23Sb and

i27I target are described.

4.1. FittingCode
4.1.1. GeneralDescriptionoftheCode
    In order to study parity violation effects in p-wave yesonaRces, it is Recessary

to fit the spectra with high accuracy. Since tke experiment was carried otit in the

energy region where maRy neutron yesonances exist and interfere with each other,

the precise multi-level calculation of the cross section mlist be done. The
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instrumental respoRse ftmction wkich describes the eRergy yesolutioR of the MLNSC

faci!ity and tlie TRIPLE detection systeni must also be employed in the fitting code,

because tke observed spectra are often strongly influeRced by suclt instruinental

broadening effeets.

    In orc!er to satisfy these reqLiirements, a new analytical computer code, FITXS

has been developed aRd tised for the analyses of the data. FITXS allows us to
specify tlte region of ehe speetrtim to be fitted and to extract the best values of
fittiRg parameters by fittiRg the spectrum with "modified Marquaydt" method[78],

wltich is a staRdard algorithm for so}ving non-liRear x2 minimization problems.

    FITXS has severa} advantages over PVIO which was previously used to
aRalyze the data[39] [40] [79] [80]. First, in FITXS the rritilti-level Reich-Moore

formu}al81] desÅëribed at Section 4.l.2 is employed to derive the neutron cross

section, whei"eas in the old code, the siRgle-level Breit-WigBer formula is used. The

use of Reich-Moore formula in FITXS not only improves the accttracy of fitting but

also makes possible to fit smaH p-waves near strong s-vLraves which caR not be fitted

in PVIO. SecoRdly, FITXS ai"e macle use of a proper respoRse ftmction which
integrates yesonaRce broadening due te the Doppler effect, the time styucture of

neutror} beam, the respoRse of detector system aRd the electroRic devices, whereas

in PVIO only the Doppler broadening effect is takeB into account as an
approxiinatioR. Tlte fittiRg is improved by a proper treatmeRt of the respoRse
function, in particular iB higher energy regioR, where the ilttrinsic width is small

compared to the response width. Therefoye tke values of parity violation obtained

with PVIO inusÅí be re-aRalyzed using FITXS. Tlte fitting fttnction of FITXS
invo}ves many parameters includiRg the resoRaRce parameters of the target nucleus

aRd of contamiRated Ruclei, abundance and radius of eaclt nt{cletis and parameters

describing tlie response function, properties of the target and beam stich as
thickRess of the target and beamliRe length, aRd parameters oR the bacl<grouRd are

alse included. In additioR, asymmetry parameters oR p-wave resoRaRces are
iRcluded for analyses of parity violation.

    SiRce all the parameters listed above are variable iR F;TXS, it caR be used Rot

on!y for extracting asymmetries, bLit as a versatile pyogram for maBy aspects of

analysis of data, such as determination of tlie Reutron fligkt leRgth, study of the

response function, and spectroscopic study of resonances in Reutron reactions.

4.1.2. Reich-MooreFormalism
    The Reich-)vloore formula[81] is a general multi-level formula to express the

fission, radiative capture and scattering cross sections in neutron reactions. All

the iRterfereRces between the resoRance scattering amplitudes aRd the uRderlying
poteRtial scattering amp}itude are tal<en into accotmt.

    When fission ci'oss sectioR is Regligible, the s-wave scattering cross section
aSC, (E) is given as a function of neutron eRergy E

               f.i+S       crsc, (E)) == f..{i?s 7trtgfi-eim2tkR [i+-il?lel}Siiliii J-,fS (ii.i)], (4•i)

where
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                    ff/2       f' (E) =li]E,-E-iir /2' (4•2)
where J is the total angular momeRta o! resonances, ]e is tlte incideRt neutron wave
number aRd fi= 1/le, R is the poteBtial scattering radius of target nucleus.
 gf is the statistical weight factor giveR by gJ = af(IS?ti-2i++o where i is the spin of target

Rucleus. Es, 17S, Ir,Åí are resonance energy, gamma widtlt, neutron widtlt of s-wave
resonance respectively. The sammation at Equation (4.2) is carried out over only

s-wave resonances with the same angular momentum J.
    The s-wave radiative-capSure cyoss section is given as

        Gsr (E) :: ]4zrt2gJiitf51S:X-ifi((E)) l,• (4•3)

where fJ is tlte same as defiRed as Equation (4,2) .

    Tkis formula is widely used in spectroscopic studies of the Reutron yeactions
such as the ENDF-VI evaluation in BNL[83] and the JENDL-3 evaluation in
JAERI [83] .

4.1.3. Fittingl7unctionofFITXS
    The fitting function of FITXS is written as

        Y(t) "Yo (t) <El)R (t) +B (t), (4.4)
wkere t is the flight time of tke neutron, Yo(t) is the yie}d with infinite eRergy

resolutioR, 1?(t) is a instrumental response function and B(t) is the background.

Q represents the convo}utioR opeyation.

    Ye(t) for transmission measurement is given by

        Yo (t) =:F (t) e-'icrP`t', (4.5)
wltere F(t) is the Reutron beam flux, n is the target thickness, oD(t) is the total

cross section broadeRed by the Doppler effect.

    Tke Dopp}er broadened total cross section is calculated as a convolutioR of the
cross sectioR ff(v) which is calculated using Reich-Moore formula with the Doppler
broadeRing function D (v) as

       aD(v)=a(v)(2bD(v) :f-O.ea(v-u) 2.M/,Te"2blkS`2dtt, (4.6)

wltere M is the target mass, ie is the Boltzmann constant, aRd T is the effeetive

temperature of the target
    After tlte convolutioR above is carried out, the Doppler broad'ened cross section

is coRverted to a function of t. The yield Ye(t) is calculated by EquatioR (4.5).

Then the second convolutioR with tlte response function R(t) is performed to make

the fitting function.

    Two convolutions involved iR caleulating the fitting fuRction do not eommute
and caRnot be performed analytically. These convolutioRs are nurnerically carried
out using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. Spacing of grids on which
the coRvolution is performed are determined to be smaller than any of 1/20 of the

widtk of tke Doppler broading function, l/IO of the neutron width of the resonance
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and l/20 of tke width of respoRse function, so that the error due to the convolutioR

is negligib}e.

4.1.4. ResponseFunction
    The energy resoltition of the neutyon bean at LANSCE was studied by Koehler
in 1994 [84] . Further study on Flight Path 2 was made by Yi-Fen et al. [85] , where

cornparisoR between experimental data and Monte-Carlo simulatioBs of neueroR
moderatioR processes were made. We applied the extended versioR of the mode! to
tke response function R (t) in FITXS.

    The response function R(t) is expressed by a convolutioR of fouy yesponse

functioRs.

       R(t) =:RpsR (t) op1?mod (t)<DRdet (t') opRinst (t), (4.7)

where RpsR(t) represents the broadeniRg due to the time structm"e of the proton
pulse froin the PSR, Rmod(t) yepresents tlte time structure of neutron beam due to

the moderatioR process iR the target s' ystem, Rdet(t) represents the response
fuRction of tke detector, and Rinst(t) represeRts the respoRse function of the

electronics. Each yesponse function is expressed by a Gaussian fG(t;a), a
exponential functionfE (t;z"), or their convolution. KerefG (t;z") is defined as

       fG(t;ff) =- 7Sl;fffe-'2i2a2. (4.s)
And fE (t;T) is defined as

       fE (t;z") =- -lemetr6} (t), (4.g)
where e(t) is a step function, that is e(t) :1 for t}iitO altd e(t) =:O for t'<O.

    As we noted in Section 3.1, tke proton pulse from the PSR has finite width, and

its shape is approximated with a Gaussian as

       Rps.(t) :f,(tlC), (4.10)
and standard deviation of the distribution < is iRdependent of tke netitron energy.

The value <=:51 nsec is used for the analysis of data.

    The time structure of ileutron beam is Rot symmetric, but it has a low-energy

tai} due to the moderation process in the neutron source. Tliis asymmetric shape is

represeRted by a convolutioR of a GaussiaR with two exponeRtial terms

       R.,d (t) =fG (t;77)X(fE (t;Ti)+EfE (t;T2)) '
              =fGE (t;77, Ti) -l- ffGE (t;77, T2), (4.11)

where n represeRts the GaussiaB broadening in tke moderation process iR target
system, whereas ri and T2 repyeseRts exponential tails. E stands for tlie ratio of the
strengtks of two expoBential parts. The function fGE(t; ?7. T) are defined as

       fGE (tl,?, T) vaiifG (t';7?) XfE (t;T')

                = f"".e.fG (t -sln)fE (s it) ds

                = :-St?e"fT""Zi2r2 (1 rmf, ,f (Z) ). (4.12)
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Z is giveR by Z : (n/Trmt/77)/Vlii". ferf (Z) is the error function defined as

       ferf (Z) iiii fr f,Ze nv'2dt. (4•13)
    The standard deviaeion of Gaussian and exponential parameters, which are
written as rp, Ti, T2 respectively iR Equation (4.ll) depend on the ReutroR energy.

These parameters are determined experimentally.
    As skown in Section 3,6, the neutron entered iOB doped scintillator needs finite

thermalization time before detection. Tlte time spread due to the thermalization in

the scinti}lator is written as

        Rdet (t) "=fE (t;R), (4,14)
where ,R :410 nsec is independent of netitron eRergy.

    The response function of elecÅíronics Rinst (t) comes from roadeRiRg of the pulse

iR the analog fiker inserted iR front of the traRsieRt digitizer (see SectioB 3.7).

The shape of the output curreRt of the linear combiner is approximated by a
Gaussian distribution.

       Rinst (t)=fG (t;e), (4.l5)
wkere the standard deviatioR e =46 Rsec is iRdependent of neutron eRergy.

    First, the Gaussian part of the response function iR Equation (4.7) is
combined. Then R(t) is calculated as

       R (t) :RpsR (t) XRfi;od (t) opRdet (t) opRinst (t')

            =fG (t; <) (E9 fG (t;7?) X (fE (t;Ti) +efE (t;T2) ) op fE (t;R) op fG (t;41)

           ==fG (t;rc) X (fE (t;Ti) +EfE (tiT2) ) <21} fE (ti2)

           ":fGEE (tiK, Z'i,/a) +(fcEE (tirc,T2,R), (4.16)

where rc2=:ql2+n2+g2. fGEE (t;rc,T,,R) is defiReCl as;

       fGEE (t;rc,r,R) i!ifG (t;rc) (g> fE (t;2r) <2} fE (t;R)

                  == fmoo.fmoo.fG (t -V - U,l rc)fE (v l T) fE (wlR ) dvdw

                  = 2 (R 1- T) [e"i2'"Z!222 (1 rmferf (ZR) )

                         -e'!T'"2i2r2 (l rmf,,f (Z.) )], (4•l7)

where ZR == (rc/R-t/rc)/za and Z,x (rc/Trmt/rc)/M

    As seen in Eqltation (4.l6), the respoBse functioR R(t) is parameterized with

seven parameters.
    Three of them, g=:51 nsec, g= 46 nsec and 2 :410 nsec are already determined

and they are independent of the neutron energy. The otker parameters, n, q, r2
and E are determiRed by comparing the results of Monte-Carlo simulation of the
spectra aRd experimeRtal data[85] and also by fitting experirneRtal data with the

FITXS code at several nectron energies. E is assumed to be indepeRdent of tke

ReutroR energy. We have obtained
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      Fig. 4.l. Fuli widths at half maximum of the broadening which contribute to
              the response shape. Doppler broadening effect (D), exponential
              tails due to the moderations (ri and r2), and tliermalization time in
              the transmission detector (R) are plotted as a function of the
              resonance energy, The calculation has been done for !2iSb at target
              temperature of IOO K, and the neutron flight length of 56 m.

       n " O . 65 Å~ E-O'`8ptsec

       ri == O . 99 Å~ E-e•37ptsec
                                                              (4.18)
       T2 " 3.90 Å~E-O'381ttsec

        E=:O.2,

where E is tlie iieutron eRergy in eY.

    CoRtributions of these parameters to the broadeRiRg of the resoRaRce skape as

well as Doppler broadening are showR iR Figure 4.1. Doppler broadening is
domiRant in low energy region. In high energy region, expoBential tails due Åío the
moderations (Ti and r2) and the thermalizaeion time in the deteetor (1) contribute

domiRantly to the broadening. Thus observed resonaRce shape becomes
asymmetrlc.

4.2. LikelihoodAnalysis
4.2.1. PrincipleofMaximumLikeliheedMethod
    The maximum likelihood method is a powerfu} tool for fiRding the best value of

an unkRowR parameter. It has been applied to extract the value of I7w from the

experimeRtal data.
    Suppose ehe probabi}ity density function of a variab}e P is written as y (Plm)

with a parameter m. If we rneasure P with a giveB value of m,the probability to
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obtain a measured valtte Pi withiR the raRge [a, b] is giveR by the integral

 f,by (pilm) dpi+

    Then we estimate the value of the unknown parameter m from the measttred
value Pi. If we write the function L (7n) as

        L(7n) :Li(m)iigy(pilm), (4.l9)
tke best value of m is given by tke value which maximizes L(m). L(m) is ca}led

the }ikelikood fuRction of m.

    Wlten a series of independent measureBients of P are doRe, the joint probability

density for obtaining a particular set of Pi's is given as

        3i (Pi'''pnlm) :IIy(pilm). (4.2o)
                    i
Therefore the likelihood function L (m) is given by

       L(m) =IILi (m), (4.21)               i
where Li (m) is given in EquatioR (4.19).

    The error of tke best value of m is represented by tke yegion [mww,m+] where

m- and m+ satisfy the equation

        in(LL(th')) )=" rm }. (4.22)
If L(m) is a Gaussian distribution, the error agrees with the root mean square

deviation of the distribution.

4.2.2. Liketiheod.F'unctionofAv
    In Equation (2.i), we took accouRt of only single s-wave resonance to interfere

with a p-wave resonance. In general, the longitudina} asymmetry of ge-th p-wave
resonance is writteR by the sum of the eontributioRs from maRy s-wave resonances.

       p"==\Izlfe?fiff::;K"E.vilil.lilx" (forfv"J")

         =: IXAv" Vv"x", (4.23)
       where" Av" ff! E.kE,N/IIII.i• (4•24)

                X"i!!! T.y 4tl/"tpt312' (4•25)

Tke sumrnatioR iR Equation (4.25) is carried out over on}y s-wave resonaRces

which ltave the same spiR f as that of the p-wave resoRaRce. For Ruclei of which

spins are zero, t always equa}s uRity.

    As showR iR SectioR 2.1, the weak rnatrix element Vy" obeys a Gaussian
distribution with mean zero, and its variance M2=:(I'TvvD/2z) is common foy a}l pa

This meaRs alkke probability distributioR functions of the asymmetries for p-wave

resonances have common parameter Tw. As described in Section 4.2.1, we can
interpret tltis probability distribution functien as the likelihood function L"(I7Tv)

with the measured value of Ppt. Since Vvg's are independent random variables, the
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values of Ppt's are independent of each other. Therefore the Iikelihood function
L(T;v) with the observed asymmetries over many resoRanees of the sarne nucleus is

given by tke product of individual likelibood function L"(Ay) as shown in Equation

(4.21).

    Since the spins of p-wave yesonances are un}<nown in most nuclei and x's are
uRknown except for a few p-wave resonances, the likelikood function Lpt(ny) is

complicated fuRction. Bowrnan et a}.[53] formRlated L"(Ay)'s according to

different amounts of eur knowledge of spins and ar's of p-wave resoRances. These

formulas have been applied to the analysis of the data.

    For Ruclei ef which spins are not zero, the likelihood functioR of I7pa with

rneasured asymmetry PuÅ}o" for path p-wave resonaRce is given as following.

    In the case that we know the spin of p-wave resoRance and the va}ue of x",
L.(I-TFy) is written as

                     1 l p••       L. (,r'I.) x                            e-ll ,y2fk2"oi (4.26)
                 2nM2Ak?z}?+ff,2

where M2=LyD/2n. AZ is defined as

       AZma:](E, SI E. )2{l'i" (for lv =fpt), (4.27)

wkere tke summation is carried out over all s-wave resonances which have the same

spin J as that of the p-wave resonance.
    In the case that tke vallie of x" is unkRowR, L. (I7;v) is writteR as

       L"(Av) :"llrf,Zi2(a2sin2ea-t-cos2e 2zM2/l,ikin2o+oferSi'F'$#'"i'te"a;')dO'

              • (4.28)where x" asi sine is expressed in the polar coordinate. The a is tlie parameter to
represent the square root of the ratio of the p-wave streBgth function of j' -- 3/2

channel and that ofi = 1/2 chanRel.

    In tlte case that tlte spin of the p-wave resoRance as wel} as x" are unknown,

the likelibood function is more complicated. The weak inatrix e!ernent may be
different for f :IÅ}1/2 states because of tke difference of leve} spacing, whereas the

weak spreading width "rTw is considered to be iRdepeRdent ofJ. Thus Mf is defined
as M3 "I7rvDJ/2T, where DJ is the average leve} spacing for resoltances which have

spiRJ. L"(rw) is written as

       Lll (P;y) = (J=i2t]i!2Pf-l}forr!2 (a2sin2ea+cos2e

                          2 rrMf2A.i in2 e+ a.2 the ix•fJ:A .ls iP.22 eÅÄ of)d o

             -l- ,. ,Z.,,,Pi nt, ewwS! li?]• (4.2g)

where Pi deRotes tke probability of the p-wave resonance to have spin of 1. PJ is
estimated by tke formula given by Gilbert et al [86] with the parameters determined
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by Egidy et al for maRy nuclei [87] .

4.3. nalysisofData
4.3.1. DeterminationofResonanceEnergies
    The time-of-flight (TOF) techniqlie has been applied to convert tke TOF

chanRels to the corresponding Reutron eRergies. The time-of-flight t, energy E, and

flight length L of the neutroR are related as

         E" 'i211",scnv2n

             1L2            :-:2:?nn (t-t,)2 (4.30)

       tvli'=t,v[ff+ 21'iYi•tnL. (4.31)
where mn is the mass of neutroR, vn is the ve}ocity of neutroR, and to is the timing

offset of the transient digitizer.

    L and to have been determined by plotting tdi versus V[E for knowR
resonances and applying the linear fit to the data The linear fit gives te and L.
Typical data used for fitting are giveR in Figttre 4.2. The arriva} times have been

determined by fitting the spectra with the analysis code described in SectioR 4.1.
The resoRance energies obtained in previous spectroscopic studies[64] were used

foy the aRalysis. Uncertainties of resonance energies and fitting errors of
resonance channels accouitt for the errors of the data points. L =(56.829 t
O.030)m and te = (3935.0Å} 144.6) Rsec have been obtaiRed using tlte transmission

data oR i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I.
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4.3.2. Determination ofNeutron Widths ofp-wave Resonances
    The neutyon widths of p-wave resonances have been deduced by fitting the
observed data ef transmission to the ca}culated Reutron transmissioR spectra using

the FITXS program described in Section 4.1. SiRce the data for both helicity states

have beeR summed up, the obtaiRed widths have not been affected by possible
longitttdinal asymmetries on the resonances.

    Only the resonance energies and the Reutron widths have been variables for

fitting data. The TOF parameters and tlte parameters of the respoRse functioR

have been determined independently. As tlte radiative widths on p-wave
resonances, the typical value obtaiRed from the compilation by Mtighabghab et
al [64]. has been adopted.

    The eRergies and the neutron widtks have been determined by meaRs of this
method. Some of these resonances ltave been found in tkis experiment for the first

time.

    Figure 4.3 shows tke transmission spectrum for the i2iSb target in the energy

region of 90.1 eV to 94.0 eV, as well as a curve fitted to it with the best values of

the parameters of the FITXS program. We have found a new resonaRce at 92.1 eV
of which Reutron width have been determined to be 17.0X 10"6 eV.

    Figure 4.4 shows the transmission spectrum and a fitted curve around 261.6-eV
aRd 265.8-eV resoBances of i2iSb. Tlte yesonaRces show the asymmetric shapes due

ig
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Fig. 4.3.

  90.5 9i.O 9i.5 92,O 9e.5 93.0 ' 93.5
                  Energ..y (eV)

The neutron tt"ansmission spectrum around the 92.1-eV resonance
of i2iSb is shown, The solid line shows the curve obtained by the
fitting procedure <see the text), The shape of spectrum near the

92.1-eV resonanee is distorted by the neighboring s-wave
resonances at 90.3 eV.
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4.4. The Reutron transmission spectrum around the 261.6-eV and 265.8-
     eV resonances of i2iSb is shown. The solid line shows the curve
     obtained by the fitting procedure (see the text). The asymmetric

     shapes of the resonances are reproduced by fitting in which the
     neutron moderation in the moderator and the thermalization in the
     neutron detector are taken into aecottnt,
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The neutron transmission spectrum around the 134.1-eV and 136.9-
eV resonances of i27I is shown. The so}id Hne shows the curve
obtained by the Åíitting procedure (see the text), The shape of the

spectrum near the resonances is distorted by the neighboriRg s-wave
resonances at 139.7eV,
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to the Reutron raoderation in the moderator aRd the theymalization in the
traRsmission detector as described in Section 4.l.4. The asymmetric shapes of the

resonances have been wel} reproduced by FITXS.
    Figure 4.5 skows a part of the transmission spectrum as well as a fitted curve

for i27L The 137.0-eV resonance has been fouBd for tlie first time. The figure

demonstrates that FITXS is capable of fitting p-wave resonaRces c}ose to stroRg s-

wave resonances.
    The eRergies aRd the ReutroR widths of the resoRaRces obtaiRed in this
experiment as well as these by Mughabghab et al.[64] are listed in Table 4.k, 4.2

and 4.3.

Table 4•i• The energies and netitron widtlis of the p-wave resonances of i2iSb

    obtained by this experimeRt and those by Mughabghab et al. are showfi,

This

Resonances energy Er [eV]

worl< Mughabghab et al.[64] This

Neutron widthgl7n [IOum6eV]

work Mughabghab et al. [64]
liiii

i,i

.90Å}O.

.21Å}O.

.14Å}O

.74Å}O.

.24Å}O

.53Å}O.

.10Å}O.

.69Å}O.

.26Å}O.

.55Å}O.

.92 th O.

.90Å}O.

.98Å}O.

.60Å}O.

.77Å}O.

.96Å}O.

.79Å}O.

   *liil,g 37.77Å}O.15
 55.1 lrO.2
 (not Sisted)

 (Rot listed)

 (not listed)

 (Rot listed)

176.6Å}O.1
184.7Å}O.1
 (not listed)

228.7Å}1.0
236.ilÅ}1.0

245.9Å}O.I
248.8Å}O.l
261.6Å}O.2
265.8Å}O.2
270.1Å}O.2
274.9Å}O.2

 8.464
 14.47
 17.0
 37.3

 8.1
 5.40
 43.0
126.0

 35.9
 44.1
 19 ?-

234.6
127.8
181 l

167.2
207 7
153.5

8.5Å}1.5
 20Å}5
(not listed)

(not listed)

(not listed)

(not listed)

 4•OÅ}1O

 90Å}10
(not listed)

 45 th 13

 23Å}9
145Å}25
140Å}30
1OO it50

125Å}20
120Å}25
140Å}35

*) 110, 74 eV : very close to the 111.2 eV i2iSb s-wave resonance,

 resonance parameters may have large errors.

Table 4.2. The energies and neutron wiclths of the p-wave resonances
obtained by this experiment and those by Mughabghab et al. aye

of i23Sb

shown.

This

Resonances energy Er [eV]

work Mtighabghab et al.[64]
   Neutron widthgJrr. [10"6eV]
This work Mughabghab et al.[64]

176

186

197

201

225

.40Å}O.

.08Å}O.

.70Å}O.

.95Å}O.

.l9Å}O.

03

03

03
03*

03

176.4Å}O.1
186.1Å}O.1
197.8ri O.1
 (not listed)

225.1 itO.1

175.7
154.4

243.3
 20,9
160.0

14.0Å}25

l6O t 3O

l95Å}15
(not listed)

140Å}20
*) 201. 95 eV : small p-xvave reso nance,not found in i2isb
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Table 4.3. The energies and neutron widths of the

by Mughabghab et al. are shown.

p-wave resonances of i27I obtained

   Resonances energy Er [eV]
This work Mughabghab et al.[64]

   Neutron width gll. [10nvGeV]

This work Mughabghab et al.[64]
lllii

iii

lli

51Å}O.Ol
34Å}O.Ol
34Å}O.Ol
63Å}O.02
20Å}O.05

.82Å}O.05
04Å}O.06
84Å}O.07
14Å}O.08
03Å}O.08
l3Å}O.08
94Å}O.08
71Å}O.08
60Å}O.08
40 trO.08

77Å}O.08
66Å}O.08
10Å}O.08
93Å}O.11
34Å}O.1l

 (not iisted)

 IO.7
 (not listed)

 (not listed)

 (not listed)

 53.77Å}O.l2
 64.18Å}O.l5
 85.87Å}O.30
 (not iisted)

 (not listed)

 134.4Å}O.4
 (not listed)

145.83Å}O.15
l53.65Å}O.20
 (not listed)

256.85Å}O.32
 (not listed)

 (not listed>

352.26Å}O.18
353.22Å}e.l9

lii

lii

llii

lli

(not listed)

(not listed)

(not listed)

(not listed)

(not listed)

'17.5Å}2.5

 3.5Å}l.5
14.5Å}2.5

(not listed)

(Rot listed)

  29Å}7.5
(not listed)

 250Å}50
  99Å}13
(not listed)

   8Å}3
(not Iisted)

(not !isted)

  78Å}15
  81Å}l5

4.3.3. ExtractionofAsymmetries
    The aRalyses of longitudikal asymmetries have been done for all the resonances
of i2isb, i23sb and i27I using the FITXS program.

    The traRsmission spectra for p-wave resonances have beeR fitted by ruR-by-rttk

basis. In the fitting process, the beam-line parameters and the resonance
payameters determined in Section 4.3.l and Section 4.3.2 have been held fixed for

the analysis of each run.

    First, the average of two spectra witk both he}icity states has beeR fitted in

order to obtain the neutron flux of the ruR. Then the spectra with different
helicity staees have been fitted separately. The cross sectioRs fer p-wave
yesonance for both he}icity states ffpde are represented by the FITXS program using

parameter A as

       ffpÅ} =ap (1 +A th), (4.32)
where Å} denote the helicity states and ffp is the cross section for unpolarized

neutron which is calculated with the ReutroR width obtained in Section 4.3.2. In
this fittiRg process, only the parameters AÅ} have beeR varied, and other parameters

such as neutroR flux or resonaltce parameters have been held fixed. After fitting

has been done for both helicity states, the longitudinal asymmetry for each run has

been obtained as

       p==J71;.-[011e:tlil-[I3ii-,.+g,m (4•33)
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           1 AÅÄ-A-         -rmfX,r 2+A++A-' (4.34)
wherefx is the Reutyon polarization for eack ruR.

   Tliis procedure has been carried out for a}} tke rtms. The asymmetry Pk and
its error SPk have been obtained for each run ie.

    A typical exainple of the distributioR of tlte values obtained from individual

yuns is sbowR in Figure 4.6.

    The asymmetry for each resonance has been obtained by averaging Pk's with
weights giveR by 1/(6Pk)2, where 6Pk is tke statistical error of Pk.

       IJ'T= ,i.li, (6Ppk,)2/, I, (s;],)2' (4•35)

Tlte statistical error of the asymmetry for all the runs has been calculated as

        (611;)2 =,i.lll, (s ,)2• (4.36)
   The Gaussian curve with the mean value iP aRd standard deviation V[?g7 Å~ 6I]' are

also showR in Figure 4.6. Tlte magRitude of the variance obtaiRed by tkis method

        $

        g
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      S8
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        o "3 .2 .1 o 1 E
                              Asymmetry (xlO")

      Fig, 4.6. A histogram of the value of longitudinal asymmetry obtained in each
              run for the 92.leV p-wave resonance of i2iSb. The total number of
              runs is 218. The longitudinal asyTnmetry P and its error 6P for
              this resonance has been determined to be (rm 5.04 ri O.45) Å~ IO'3
               (before correction of efficiency of spin flipper), The solid line

              shows the Gaussian curve with the mean value of P and the
              standard deviation Vlrrg Å~ 6P,
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has been compared with that obtained from the Rumber of Reutrons on the
resonances, and fouRd to be consistent to each other.

    Possible sources of the systematic errors on asymmetries are shown below.

    Tke neutron polarization fn has been obtained from the NMR amplitude of the

poiarized protoR filter. The NMR system was calibrated by the "tyansmissioR
enhancement" method. The error of the neutroR polarization has been estirnated to
be about 3%.

    Analytical calculation of the efficiency of the spin flipper used for the
experiment was done by Bowman et al.[62]. Tke efficiency kas been found to be a

fuRctioR of the neutron energy En, beam radius R, magnetic field B and the length of

the field L. The efficiency has been calcu}ated with B=100 G, L = 2m and R= 4cm.

[rhe uncertainties of B, R and L have resulted iR the uncertainties of the efficiency.

Assuming B and L had 5% uncertainties, the error has been estimated to be about
(O.1---O.6) %, wkich depends on the neutroi} energy.

    The fittiRg roueine gives systematic errors if the routine does not reproduce the

transmission spectruni we}1. Since the multi-}evel formula has been used to
ca}cu}ate the neutroR cross sections aRd the proper response function has been used

for the energy resolution of the beam }ine in FITXS, the errors have been much

reduced cempared to the ones iR the old aRalysis code in which polynomia}s were

used for the envelope of transmission spectra near p-wave resonances. The
accuracy of fitting has beeR estimated by comparing the observed Rumber of
neutrons in the resonance and calctilated ones obtained with FITXS. The error for
each resonance is about (O.2"-5) % which depends oR the resonances.

4.3.4. Extraction ofWeak Spreading Width
    After the loRgitudiRal asymmetries have beeR obtained, the likelihood analysis

described iR section 4.2 has been applied to extract the weak spreading width for

each nuclegs. The energies, neutron widths and spins for s-wave resonances ltave
been obtained from ENDF evaluations [82] for i27I, and from JENDL evaluations [83]

for i2iSb and i23Sb. These data ltave been retrieved from the National Nuclear Data

Center (NNDC) Online Service. The experimental results of resoRance energies

and neutron widtks have been used for the p-wave resoRances. The spiRs and
partial neutron widths of p-wave resonances are unkRown. Thus Equation (4.29)

has beeR used as the likeiihood functioR of 17va obtained from the asymmetries.

   The probability PJ for the p-wave resoRance to have spiRJ has been calcu}ated
using the spin cutoff parameter ac [86] .

       p, =fU)/2fU), (4.37)               1
       fi == e wwfl2ac2 rm e ww UÅÄ 1) 212a,Z

The ac was studied for many nuclei by Egidy et al [87], and its smooth dependence

on the mass number A was found.

       ff,=o.gsAe•29 (4.38)
Using tkese formula, PJ kas been calculated for i2iSb, i23Sb and i27J. The values

used iR the analysis are listed in Tabie 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Probabilities pJ's of p-wave resonance for all pessible J's

Nucleus f==I-3/2
   Prebabilities PJ

J=I-1/2 J==I+112 J :J+312
i2isb (I =5/2)

i23sb (I == 7/2)

i27I (l == 5/2)

O.171

O.231
O.170

O.251

O.267
O.250

O.290
O.266
O.290

O.288
O.236
O.290

                Table 4.5. Level spacings of resonances for spin 1's

                                Level spacing DJ (eV)
                      Nucleus f==I-l/2 J""I-i-l/2
                    i2isb(I=5/2) 27.5 22.9
                    i23sb (I :7/2) 66.6 58.9
                    i2isb (I =5/2) 22.2 23.2

The parameter a in Equation (4.29) represents the square root of the ratio of the p-

wave streRgth functions Siii2 and S3'!2. The values of S{i2 aRd S3ii2 for i2iSb, i23Sb and

i27J are obtained by the procedure described in Appendix A. The valtte a "O.652
has been used for i27L a=O.657 has been used for i2iSb and i23Sb.

    The average ievel spacings for i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I have been obtained from

ENDF and JENDL eva}uations. The values used in the aRa}ysis are listed in Table
4.5.

    Using the parameters given above, the lil<elihood fuRction of given by the
prodttct of Eqttation (4.29), and the best values of I7vv are extracted.

5. ResultsandDiscussion

5•1• Asymmetries and Weak Spreading rvidths ofi2iSb, i23Sb, and i27I

    The asymmetries of the p-wave resonances for the i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I targets

have been obtained by tke procedttre clescribed in SectioR 4.3.3. These values and

their statistical and systematic errors are.listed in Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Tab}e
5.3. The asymmetries for the p-wave resonances of i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I versus the

resonance energies are plotted in Figuye 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3
respectively. PNC effects whose significances are larger than 3cr have been
obseyved in five of seventeen p-wave resonances for the i2!Sb target, one of five p-

wave resonances for the i23Sb target, and seven of twenty p-wave resonances for the

!27I target Since p-wave resondnces wkich have spin f==IÅ}3/2 do not interfere

with s-wave resonaflces, it should be noted that about one half of the p-wave

resonaRces can not kave PNC effect. Among all the twelve resonances with
asymmetyies found for the i2iSb, i23Sb and i271 targets, seven resonances have

positive asymmetries and five resonaRces have negative asymmetyies.

    On the basis of the statistical treatment of weal< matrix element described in

Chapter 2, tlte weak spreading widths have been extracted by the likelihood
analysis. The likelihood functioRs of ]rlm deduced from the asymmetries of i2iSb,

i23Sb and i27I are plotted in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 respectively.
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.l. The asymmetries of the p-wave resonances for the i2iSb target. The

   statistical errors and systemtic errors are also shown. Uncer-
   taiRties of the spin flipper efficiency, NMR calibratien and fitting

   error are inc}uded in the systematic error. Bold number indicate
   asymmetries with statistical significances of greater than 3a.
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Resonance
energy (eV)

Asymmetry
 ( Å~ 10-3)

   Errors ( Å~ 10rm3)

statistical systematic

Statistical

significance
lol,

lii

liilii

ii

 O.180
-1.334
-5.138
 22.458
 12.578

 O.447
 O.309
-O.511
-O.298
-O.718
-O.469
 O.169
 l.383
-O.291
 O.798
 1.794
 1.286

O.155
O.186
O.458
O.604
l.I67
O.330
O.671
O.330
O.762
O.754
1.557
O.446
O.519
O.365
O.476
O.462
O.502

O.O07
O.066
O.185
1.208
O.505
O.046
O.Oll
O.039
O.Ol2
O.033
O.028
O.O06
O.063
O.Oil
O.039
O.080
O.044

ii

l-i

The obtained values of I7rv for i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I are 6.45Å}g:gg Å~ 10-7 eV, 1.23Å}5figg Å~

IO-'eV, and 2.05Å}S:gg Å~ 10M7eV respectively. The errors include the satistica}

errors of asymmetries oRly. The systematic errors as well as the uncertainties of
PJ, strength functions Sli2 and S5i2, resoRance parameters are Rot included. It is the

first experimental determination of IIor in the mass region ef A 'y IOO from the

asymmetries which have been obtaiRed in the transmission spectra by meaRs of the

anaiysis using FITXS program.

Table 5 .2. The asymmetries of the p-wave resonances for the i23Sb target. The

   statistical errors and systemtic errors are also shown. Uncer-
   tainties of the spin flipper efficiency, NMR calibration and fitting

   error are inciuded in the systematic error. Bold number inclicate
   asymmetries with statistical significances of greater than 3a.

Resonance
energy (eV)

Asymmetry
 ( Å~ 10-3)

   Errors ( Å~ 10-3)

statistical systematic

Statlstical

significance

176.4
186.1
197.8
202.0
225.1

-O.764
-O.121
-O.219
-4.583
-O.142

O.424
O.349
O.348
l.174
O.448

O.029
O.O06
O.O08
O.I74
O.O06

'i

i
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5.3. The asymmetries of the p-wave resonances for the i27I target. The

    statistical errors and systemtic errors are also shown. Uneer-
    tainties of the spin flipper efficiency, NMR calibration and fitting

    error are included in the systematic error. Bold number indicate
    asymmetries with statistical significances of greater than 3a.

Resoiiance
energy (eV)

Asymmetry
 ( Å~ 10-3)

   Errors ( Å~ IO-3)

statistical systematic

Statistical

sigRificance
li

iii

il

iii

li

 1.328
-O.040
 O.134
 16.456

 1.003
 2.374
 O.580
 2.410
 O.980
-4.822
-O.215
 7.312
 O.O07
 O.128
-O.102
 O.453
-3.167
-4.673
-5.389
 O.467

lliiillli ii'lli
ii

ll
III

ii

il
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 resonance energies are plotted. Closed circles show the
 asymmetries whose statistical significances are greater than 3a.
 The error bars show the statistical errors only.
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  Likelihood function of r ,v for i2iSb deduced from the asymmetries

  listed in Table 5.l. The dashed line shows the best value of Lv
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  values which satisfy Equation 4.22. I-TTy is calculated to be 6.45ig:gg

  Å~ 10M'eV,
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 Å~ 10"eV,
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       Fig. 5.6. Likelihood function of 17;v for i27I deduced from the 'asymmetries
                 Hsted in Table 5.3. The dashed line shows the best value of I-TJy
                 which maximize the likelihood function. The dotted line shows the
                 values which satisfy Equation 4.22. I7;v is calculated to be 2.05Å}e:g9`3

                 Å~ 10m7eV.

5.2. Discussion
    The number of asymmetries observed in i2iSb, i23Sb and i27f as well as the one

observed iR other nuclei by TRIPLE CollaboratioR are listed iR Table 5.4. Tke
asyrnmetries in ie7Ag, i09Ag, ii5in and 232Th have been obtaiRed by the old aRalysis

code (PVIO). The asymmetries in i06Pd and 'e8Pd have been measuyed by the

capture r-ray meÅíhod.

        Table 5.4. Number of the p-wave resonances which sliow- parity vioating
                  asymmetries observed by TRIPLE Collaboration. The asymmet-
                  ries whose significaces are greater than 3a are listed. tindi-

                  cates that the experient was done by the r-ray detection method.

Target  Number of resonancs with asymmetrics

total pltts minus
References

lo7Ag

1ooAg
1osPd
108Pd

115Jn

l21 Sb
123Sb
127I

131Xe
232TIt

238U

ii , i3 il [79]

[79]

[88] t

[88]t
[79]

(this work)

(this work)

(this work)

[89]

[80]

[88]
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    These resu}ts make it clear that the eRhancement of parity violation in the p-
wave resonances is not phenomena on}y in a resonance for i39La and few other

targets, but is a prevalent feature of p-wave resonances located near s-wave
resonances iR the case of neuSroR absorption reactioRs.

    The enhancement rnechanism of PNC effect in compound Buclei can be explained
in the framework of the s-p mixiRg model described in Section 2.l. In this model,

the statistical Rature of compound nuclei plays a fuRdamental role in the
enhancement meehanism, and the weak matrix element is assumed to be a random
variable according to a GaussiaR distribution. Therefore the random signs of
asymmetries are predicted if the measurements of asymmetries aye made over many

resonances.
    As shown in Tab}e 5.4, the signs of asymmetries have found to be randomly
distributed with an exception of 232Th nucleus. It supports tl}e enhancement

mechanism based on the statistical nature of tke compound nuclei.
    [l]he systematic bias on the signs of the asymmetries in 232Th can be explained

by a special meehaRism applicable only for tlie 232Th nucleus. Such a possibility
has been investigated by several researchers. Atterbach et al.[43] suggested that

peey-shape deformation of the 233Th nucleus gives parity doub}ets which act as
doorway states and leads to the common sign. Desplanques et al.[45] proposed

that deformed states are accidentally degeneyated and behave as a doorway state.

In either case, the signs of asymmetries flip wheB the resonaRce energy surpasses

the energy of the doorway state. The measurement of asymmetries in high eRergy
region will give light on the problem.

    IR Table 5.5 rrv's for i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I as well as the ones for other nuclei

Table 5.5. Weak spreading widths I7iv obtained by the TSIPLE Collaboration.
         The values for i07Ag, i09Ag, ii3Cd, ii5In and 232Th have been derived
         from the asymmetries obtained using the old analysis code (PVIO).t

         indicates that the expperiment was done by the r-rays detection
         method,

Target Av(Å~ 10"7eV) References
107A9

109Ag

1osPd

le8pd

lt5In

121Sb

123Sb

I27f

232Th

238U

  o.

  6.

bl

[ 4i

(,9

  "S.35.5
  -L,,•l

  +IS.97.0
  -5.2
  +67 48  -39
 <7.0
  ÅÄe,&t 94
  -o,•te
  +9.7L) 45  -3.G6
  +IS,O 23
  -e,96
  +},9•l 05  -e,gs
  +5,6 .5  -3.e
  +2,63 14
  -1.r,o
  +1.9 .9
  -o,f)
  +O.97 35  -O,64

[79]

[79]

[88] t

[88] t

[79]

(this work)

(this worl<)

(this work)

[39]

[80]

[40]

[88]
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       Fig. 5.7. Weak spreading width I-'iv versus mass number A. The results of
               this work is indicated with large circles. Only the data obtained by
               the transmission rnethod are plotted. Closed cireles s'now the
               asymmetries obtained by FITXS, whereas open circles correspond to
               the asymmetries obtained by old PVIO code,

obtained by TRIPLE CollaboratioR are listed. The values for i07Ag, i09Ag,'i5in and

232Th have been derived from the asymmetries obtained using the PVIO analysis
eode. The values for i06Pd afid i08Pd have been derived from the asymmetries

measured by the capture r-ray method. It has been found that most of tkem have
appyoximately tlte same value withiR the errors except the oRe for ie6Pd. In the

case for i06Pd, the value of .r7va is strongly influenced by the large asymmetry at the

resonance at 593.4eV. A possible explanation is that the observed 593.4-eV
resonaRce is doublets which consist of an s-wave resonance and a small uRresolved

p-wave resonance. The asymmetry may arise from• this unresolved p-wave
resonance [88].

    The weak spreading width I7w was estimated to be of the order of 10-'eV in

Section 2.2 on basis of the statistical nature of compouRd nuclei. The values in

Table 5.5 are in agreemeRt with the one obtained from the estimation above.
    The I7iv foy i2iSb, i23Sb and i27f obtained in this work as wel} as I-'m for other

nucleis obtained by the traRsinission method are plotted as a functioR of the mass

number A in Figure 5.7. It is shown in tke figure that there is no strong
dependence of "Piy on the mass Rumber A in the mass region arounds A =100 and
A=:230. More precise determination of I7pm is necessary for studying the detail of

the mass depeRdence of rm
    It should be 'noted that the present accuraey of I-'w is mainly liraited by the lack

of the knowledge of spins of p-wave resonaRces. If we use Eqaation (4.28) iRstead

of Equation (4.29), we can reduce tke width of the likelikood functioR L(l',v) and

can irnprove the erroy of I7Jv. A measurement to determine the spins of p-wave
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resonaRces of various nuclei used in this experirnent is currently performed at
GELINA neutron sottrce at Geel, Be!gium. They apply the low-level population
method [64] by means of capture r-ray speetroscopy with Ge deteetors to deeermiRe

the spiRs of p-wave resonances. \sing tke spin assignments obtaiRed from Geel
experiment, we wi}1 be able to reduce the errors of T;v. In addition, using the new
method of fitting the data (FITXS) which has been developped in this work, more
precise deÅíerminatioRs of the asymmeties for other target nuclei thaR i2iSb, i23Sb, i27I

and 238U will be able to be made. Then we will have clearer picture on the mass

dependence of T;v

6. Conclusion

    In order to study the origiR of large eRhancement of the parity violation effect

in neutroR resonance reactions, we have measured asymmetries of the transrnissions

of longitudinally polarized neutrons in wide energy region oR various nuclei ayound

A "vlOO and A"230 regioR. In this paper, we describe the experimental procedure
and the resu}ts with the '2iSb, i23Sb aRd i2'I targets. Then we discuss the statistical

treatmeRt of parity violating effects in neutron resoRance reactions using the data

witk above targets and other data obtained by TRIPLE Collaboration.
    The experirnent was performed in the energy region of l eV to 350 eV using the

pulsed Retttron beam at LANSCE. We coRstrticted and used a polarized proton
filter for polarizing the Retttron beam and a neutroR spin flipper with a smoothly

ckanging transverse magRetic fie}d to reverse tke direction of the neutron spin
frequently. A neutren detector which consisted of liquid scintillator arrays doped
with ieB was developed foy this experiment To measure the asymmetries with kigh

statistics, analog signals whose voltages were proportional to the counting rates of

the detector were digitized to obtain the iBteRsity of transmitted neutrons.

    A new cornputer code, FITXS, has been developed for the analysis of the
experimental data The multi-level Reich-Moore formula has been used to calculate

the neutron cross sections iBc}uding the inteyference between many s-wave
resoRances and potential scattering. It employs proper response fuRctions to
describe broadening effects due to tke time strueture of neutroR beara and Doppler

broadeRiRg. The response of the detector system and the electric devices are also

included.

    By fitting the p-wave resonances with this code, the longitudinal asymmetries
have been extracted for resoRaBces of i2iSb, i23Sb and i271. Five of seventeen p-

wave resoRances i2iSb, oRe of five p-wave resonances iR i23Sb aRd seven of twenty p-

wave resonances in i27J have been found to have finite asymmetries with statistical

significances greater thaB 3a. From the data on the above targets and otker data

obtained by TRIPLE Collaboration, it is conc!uded that the enhancement of parity

violation in the p-wave resonances is not the phenomena only for few resonaRces
but is a prevalent feature of p-wave resonances located near s-wave resonaRces in

the case of neutron absorption reactioRs.
    The sigRs of tltese asymmetries for i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I have been found to be
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random. SeveR of twelve asymmetries are positive, while five of twe}ve
asymmetries are negative. No evidence has been found for the "sign effect" which
was reported in the asymmetries on 232Th earlier, if all the data of TRIPLE

Collaboration have been taken into account.

    Based on the statistical view of the compoimd nucieus, the weak matrix elemeRt

has been assumed to be a random variable according to a Gaussian distribution witk
variaRce M2. The weak spreading width "l7va=2zM2/D, where D is tke level density

of the nuclei, has been introduced, and its magnitude has been estimated to be of the

order of 10"7. Tke "Fiv's for i2iSb, i23Sb and i27I have been determined from the

experimental values of asymmetries to be 6.45tglgg Å~ 10-'eV, 1.23Å}5Pg8 Å~ IOm7eV and

2.05t6:ggÅ~10rm7eV respectively. Tkese values as well as the ones obtained from the

other TRIPLE dat are consistent witk each other aRd agree with estimated value

given above. The agreement makes the treatment of the parity violatiRg effect on

the basis of the staeistical nature of compound nucleus quite convincing.

    The mass depeRdeBce of I7iv has been investigated with all the TRIPLE data

obtained by the transmission measurement. No strong depeRdeRce on the target
mass number has beeR observed, although more precise determination of I7y is
necessary for studying it iR detail.

    In summary, we have confirrned that the large eRhancement of parity violating

effect originates in the interference between p-wave and s-wave resoRaRces.
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                              Appendix

                   A Neutron SÅíreRgth FunctioRs

    The strength fuRction St for the orbital angular momeRtum l of the incident
neutron as [64]

             ll       S'Eii21+1 AE ]9JTS (A.l)
where f is the spin of the resonance, I-1,I is the reduced nelitron width of the

resoRance and gJ is the statistical weight factor (2f+1)/(2(21+1)). The
sumrnation is carried over the Reutron resonaRces in the energy interval AE, where

AE >> Tn.

   The s-wave strength functioR SO is written as

                     teT,?>        orm l                          , (A.2)       S-AEZ917,P= De
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where <LP> is the average reduced neutron width for tke s-wave resonances aRd De

is the average level spacing of s-wave resonances.

    The p-wave strength function depends on the total angular momentum of the
inc }`dent neutroR d owing So the spin-orbit potential of the nuclei. Thus Si is

wntten as
       si=g[,li*12,, gJ<ID",ii!2> +,IX2,, 9J <ID",l/3i2>] (A.3)

         =:gSii2+gSgi2, (A.4)
where Sli2 and Sii2 are the strength functions for ]' =l/2 channel and 1'=3/2 channel

respectiveiy, L}J• is the reduced partial neutron width of the p-wave resonance, and

Di is the average level spaciRg of p-wave resonances whose spins are f.

              Table A.1 p-wave strength function for the nuclei of

                       which asymmetries have been measured by
                       TRIPLE Collection

Nucleus    Strength function

si Sl,, S5/2
Reference

'i'i; 3.7Å}O.4 3.6Å}1.2 3.7Å}O.2

4.5Å}O.5 5.8Å}ID 3.8ltO.4
4.2Å}O.3 6.lÅ}O.9 3.3Å}O.2

4.1Å}O.4 7.4Å}O.9 2.5Å}O.3

3.2Å}O.4 5.1Å}1.0 2.2Å}O.3

[90]

[91]

[90]

[91]

[91]

    Popov aRd Samosvat developed a method for extracting SO, Sli2 and Sl!3 froin

the differential elaseic scattering cross seetions which were measured for various
nuclei in tke mass region of AN100 [9e] [91] [92]. The values for the nuclei of

which asymmetries have been measured by TRIPLE CollaboratioR are listed iR
Tabie A.1. Tlte values Sli2==5.1Å~10-4 and Sgi2 :2.2Å~10M` have been used for
the analysis for i2iSb and i23Sb data.

    Since Sli2 aRd Sgi2 for '27I are unkRown, they have been estimated by the
followikg way. Sli2's, which depend on mass number A, were fitted to a Lorentzian

with a peak at Ay2, width Tii2 and lteight Sy2. The same procedure was carried
for sgi,.

       sli2=:sif2 (A rmAil,i,2i)2ffllrIr,2,2/4'

       S5i2 == S3i2 (A rm/tliii)22/+4 r,2,,/4' (A'5)

where Sii2 =6.0Å~ 10-`, Ay2= 107, J7y2==45, and S3i2 =5.3Å~ IO-`, A3!2 = 94, I73i2 =40,

were obtained by the fitting. Using above values, the Sli2 aRd S!i2 for '27I have

been estimated to be Sli2 ==3.3Å~ IOM` and SSi2 == l.4X 10-4, and have been used for

the analysis for i27I data.
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